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NOTE:  Always keep your stitches and the space between them the same length, and be consistent with 
your sewing tension. Be careful not to pull the thread too tight. 

 Use max. 20-inch long thread (it can be very hard to work with longer thread) and make a bit bigger knot. 
 Stitch all the facial features individually, and always make a knot before you start and when you finish. 

 
 

--SEWING THE EYES AND CHEEKS  

 

CANDY STICK AND SNOWMAN 

 You have drawn all the facial features and prepared the felt eyes and cheeks (explained above). 
 Position the eyes on the marked places and using Whip Applique Stitch sew them in place. 
 Do the same for the cheeks. Use matching thread. 

TIP: Advanced sewers can machine stitch the eyes and cheeks in place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LADDER STITCH

Bring needle up at 1 and through 
the fabric a short distance to 2, 

keeping the thread hidden under 
the fabric (dashed lines).

Bring needle over to 3 and repeat.

Only the vertical stitches should 
show on the front of the fabric. 

Stitches indicated by dashed lines 
will be hidden in the base fabric, or 
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 Lay the form on a table and press it down firmly. 
 With sharp scissors, cut through all the yarn around the outer edge of the donut between the two layers. 

 
 

 Now, pull up the center yarn tightly and wrap them around the 
center between the two layers of cardboard. 

 Tie the center yarn in a very tight knot - this knot is what holds 
your pom-pom together.  

 Carefully remove the donut cardboard and lay it aside. 
 Trim off any oddly long strands, arrange it into a three-

dimensional shape and now you have your pom-pom finished.  
 Cut the center yarn and place the pom-pom on the top of the 

cap and stitch for the cap. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Congratulation! 
Your  

CHRISTMAS SET 
CANDY STICK PILLOW AND SNOWMAN TOY 

are finished. 


